Museology as a vivid discipline is interesting and important for the work of museum professionals and for students -future museum professionals. An open and critical debate, sharing of ideas, forum for youth thinking as well as support to international scientific contacts are therefore the basics. This includes safe, warm and really personal meetings of young generation, museology students and their teachers, as well as a place for meeting of academic and museum practice. These ideas created the base of the first Open Round 2 On his influences on international museological thinking see Museologica Brunensia, 2016, vol. 5, no. 2. leading figure and founder of basic museological concepts of museality and musealisation. Therefore the "Brno school of museology" helped to form the basis of the discipline and contributed to the professionalization of museum work. This is why museology is a discipline with a long-time tradition in the Czech Republic. In 1994, the UNESCO Chair of Museology and World Heritage 3 was established at the Masaryk University as one of the oldest UNESCO Chairs worldwide which also is the only one focused on museology. It is connected with another important name of world museology, Vinoš Sofka, 4 who was the founder of the Chair as well as its first Chair holder. The above personalities took part in the founding of international organisations like ICOFOM and International Summer School of Museology (ISSOM) providing for wide platforms where international cooperation in the field of museology was established and intensified. This basis and the concept of the museology system were further developed and deepened by the Austrian museologist Friedrich 3 Official homepage -see UNESCO Chair of Museology and World Heritage [online] . Masaryk University, Faculty of Arts [cit. 2017-03-14] . Available from www: <http://www.phil.muni.cz/ wune/index_html-en/view?set_language=en>.
4 About this personality see in brief NASH, Susanne. The UNESCO Chair of Museology and World Heritage: Mrs. Suzanne Nash's memories of the origins of the UNESCO Chair of Museology and World Heritage and of the first UNESCO Chair holder Vinoš Sofka. Museologica Brunensia, 2015, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 72-73. Waidacher and published in his handbook of general museology. 10 These preparatory activities were aimed at the main project phase with a meeting of Austrian and Czech students at Masaryk University in Brno. To fulfil this aim, 10 Austrian students and 2 Austrian senior scientists travelled to Brno for four days.
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Before coming together, all of the students had to work with selected museological literature referring to the main topic of discussing the relevance of museology in the context of modern museum work, they had to define their own point of view and find out other sources to support their opinion. The four-day Open Round at Masaryk University and had a timetable full of activities like workshops, excursions, lectures and in the end an intensive discussion lasting more than two hours.
In the first morning of the meeting, Austrian and Czech museology students came together in a student workshop, were matched at random to compare their points of view and to make common ground for the round table engagement. Therefore each group allocated one topic, which arose from teaching activities connected to the project at both universities, and dealt either with the meaning of museology in the context of cultural theories and heritology, or with the relevance of "memory" and "history" in the context of museums, or with the meaning of museology in the documentation process and the relevance of museality in the context of museum education and museum pedagogy. These reflections were based on theoretical texts 12 and deepened by Referring to their statement, the group discourse was about the responsibility of exhibition authors concerning the angle of perspectives and the selection of objects. This aspect was combined with the question of ethical aspects. From a museological point of view, the concept of museality can present a way out of this discussion. This expression of a special relationship between man and reality is attributed to objects which stand as witnesses to special circumstances, persons and facts. The main point is that objects as witnesses are able to touch the heart of visitors and to affect them emotionally. The main question arising in this context is, whether museality is the main quality of the object or whether it can also be defined as a part of each of us?
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EXAMPLE OF STUDENT WORK

The anniversary exhibition at the Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien
In 2016, the Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien celebrated the 125th birthday of the main building. In addition to the small anniversary exhibitions, the large special exhibition "Feste Feiern" (Celebration!) treated various early modern festivities with the help of 126 objects. It was therefore decided not to celebrate the institution by presenting its most famous and popular objects, but to show different kinds of festivals. The chosen theme of the exhibition resulted in presentation of these ephemeral spectacles with illustrations of festivities, artefacts and armour, as well as pieces of music and props such as a 17th century rocket-stick and a Stechsack. Thus, the special exhibition differed from the usual art-historical exhibitions by its culture-historical topic and through the object selection.
Haydn-Haus Eisenstadt and exhibiting a genius
The composer owned the baroque Haydn-Haus in Eisenstadt for 12 years. Today it is used as a museum showing the private Haydn. It was tried to recreate the atmosphere of the period with original furniture of that time. The exhibition presents original portraits of Haydn, some of his personal letters and music pieces as well as belongings of friends.
Our group dealt with the question whether it is possible to exhibit the "genius" Haydn, or whether it is only possible with the composer's musical work, since it represents his mind. In Eisenstadt it was thought that it was possible and that two museums were needed. Although the city played an only insignificant role in the life of Haydn, the Haydn-Haus and the Esterházy Palace have a Haydn exhibition, because the composer and his music drag many visitors to the region. There also are good museological reasons for such exhibitions: By combining Haydn's music with various objects and using various media, a more intensive subject-object communication can be established for which his biography offers the framework. However, in the case of the Haydn-Haus, it's impossible to exhibit the entire life of the musician with the building and the objects in the museum. There are just too few personal items in the museum and the house was rarely inhabited by him. of museology. The round table discourse referring to the presented statement of the relevance of museum documentation referring to Benjamin's aura was about the question whether the process of digitization of objects adds a "new" aura to objects. Of course, places, presentations and persons do have an aura, too. Moreover, the question arose whether digital representations of objects have an own aura? And furthermore, if in the context of museum exhibitions, is it of relevance whether the objects presented are "real" or whether they are replicas? Within this discourse, synonyms for "aura" were created -the "spirit", the "presence" and the "power" of objects. Finally, museology could help visitors to "feel" the aura of an object, to get in touch with it by making use of tools.
Titanic Belfast
EXAMPLE OF STUDENT WORK
Our group which consisted of Czech and Austrian students was put in front of a few simple but at the same time complex questions which needed answers that overlapped with other disciplines like philosophy, history, psychology and some others.
In overall discussions, everyone in our circle added his or her insight and ideas to determine what the documentation process actually is, what it should cover and what the role of museology in this context should be. We came to a conclusion (and later it was agreed on and extended in the last Round Table discussion) that it consists of three main parts: the care of the artefact, defining museality and finding wider contexts of objects as well as exhibiting them.
For finding the best way of how to take care of the artefacts we have to understand what they want to tell us. We understand them as witnesses to past times that can tell us stories but at the same time they are like a material vessel on which we can find all the information they can give us -like the material and technologies, the process of decaying, the "style" in which the object was made, so that we can "label" it and confine it to proper eras of human history. The knowledge of all this information can help us to create best conditions for keeping our musealia so that they can last as long as possible and provide us with possible answers or context information waiting for those, who know what to look for and who will examine them in the right way.
For a museologist it will mean that except the basic skill of looking for context he/she has to know how to handle museum objects properly to avoid preventable damage, how to store them, because most of the materials have their special needs, or how to recognize whether the condition of artefacts is demanding restoration. However, one of the most important abilities should be the knowledge of the nature of the objects, their material and its limits, and it will be all underlined with basic capabilities of using laboratory tools like microscope, humidity meters etc.
Therefore, museology gives an important input to the process of researching objects. Furthermore, the possibilities of modern communication and technology can provide us not only with a "Global Virtual Museum", where a visitor of the website from anywhere in the world can examine the works of art in high detail pictures or other sort of media. Additionally, it would create an ultimate library for research based on comparison. At this point it would make a great background for widening any part of museology. We believe that competent museologists can enhance and accelerate any research with expert examination and sending the output information via internet, saving a possible worldwide journey to see objects in reality, although the "aura" of an artefact has to be experienced in its presence. The secondary benefit would be that at least some records of artefacts could be saved in the case that fate will be unkind to them; for example, the destruction and plundering of museums in Iraq after which a lot of cultural heritage is lost, as well as other sad examples.
The third major part of this question is the exhibiting of objects. With the use of modern technologies there is an effective way to search for context but, on the other side, it offers us multiple tools for better ways of exhibiting and presenting museum objects. For example, various projections accompanied by sound, use of interactive touchpads or objects to touch, so that the visitors of museums or exhibitions can gain more experience or have a chance to better comprehend the information or context of exhibited musealia. It is a tiny fraction of the ways how to make the story of the artefacts more attractive to the public, so that they will be more willing to visit museums to explore new facts about our past, presence and possible future. But at this point we are touching the field of question covered by another group, who was discussing the importance of museology in education process.
Aura-discussion based on definition by Walter Benjamin and its function in museology
At first, we wanted to determine in our own words what aura is, and in the second step we compare it to the ideas by Walter Benjamin. The group came to the conclusion that it is an ability of every object which is unmeasurable by today's technology, it is immaterial and its strength is dependent on two main determinants: the context of an artefact and the sensitivity of observers towards the artefact. So we can, for example, picture an imaginary encounter of viewers with the cross, which was supposed to be a tool of the martyr of a saint. For somebody it could cause a spiritual experience of getting in presence of such a relic but for somebody else it could be just a crude wooden cross with nothing interesting about it.
The strength of an object's aura is also connected with rarity and uniqueness of the artefact which interacts with the emotional perception of observers. For huge architectonic structures and monuments it is easy to emanate an aura and evoke awe or other reactions. For example, the incredible mass and age of the Pyramids of Giza can draw the thoughts of visitors to their futility in the passage of time. But how does aura work with smaller objects or artefacts? Can it be created? And if so, can it be faked?
At this point, our own opinions will merge with those by Walter Benjamin, although his opinions are tainted by the era of art-deco when he was defining them. During the art-deco movement, which had high expectations for progressively evolving technology, having the force to save the mankind for a bright future. On the other hand, Walter Benjamin had seen the huge propaganda potential of the newborn phenomenon of photography and cinematography. We agree that aura is not separable from the artefact because it is connected to its material and presence. This is why its impact is always somehow diluted when the artefacts are copied or broadcasted in any way. Here W. Benjamin points out why the auras of actors are boosted by the "cult of personality" provided additionally by other media. It means that to experience aura, the observer has to come to the presence, to the near vicinity of the artefact.
But these ideas become more complex and less straightforward when we start thinking about the copies of the objects. Can the aura be faked? A material for thought can be an example of magnificent ancient remnants of the statue of Laocoön and his sons, which is depicting the wrath of gods sent on the prophet of Troy in the shape of sea snakes, so he couldn' t warn that the Troy horse is a trap. This statue is a real antique and its creation dates back to a deep past but this statue is only a copy of an older original which probably did not survive until present. So, we can still experience its beauty and as an observer we can extract the information or the story contained in this masterpiece. The same difficulties can raise when we will weigh the authenticity of the works of art created like copies by the help of original moulds for statues or engraved plates for prints. Now the course of the discussion will turn to the meaning and practical use of aura in museology.
As we are aware that the strength of the aura depends on rarity and exclusivity of an artefact in connection with its context, we can glimpse the possible way of how to present the exhibits with the true and appealing story or to determine which of the artefacts has the biggest potential to bring the visitors to see it. Then it is the work for an exhibition designer to highlight these rarities so that they can have the strongest possible impact on visitors.
This ability to enjoy the visual beauty and context of museum objects has to be fostered in museum visitors, and we as museologists should create the best possible environment for further refinement of observing capabilities of the visitors with a wide array of demands. This probably is one of the biggest tasks that the presentday museum education has to tackle.
The fourth group statement on museum pedagogy referred to the second group and pointed out the difference between museums and schools. Naturally, the basis for museum education should always be a museum object which underwent the process of musealisation. Within the round table discussion several exhibition examples from Brno and Graz were analysed.
Finally, Brno City Museum at Špilberk Castle was visited to discuss the reflected topics with the authors of a temporary exhibition on the topic of television in Brno. In conclusion, the last phase included the preparation and publication of a report on the project to document the meeting. The report is available to the international scientific community in the Museologica Brunensia journal. A common summary of the project activities represents the basis for the tradition of round tables of museology as a response to modern trends, current needs and scientific development of museology as a discipline. On the basis of the project, public educational lectures were prepared for publishing to make a part of the Open Round Table of Museology available to the whole museological community.
The activity of organizing a round table offered the missing space for encounters, sharing of knowledge and information, and space for active project cooperation on the joint topic of development of museology and museums which should strengthen the discipline of museology by bringing together students and senior scientists in the given field. The Open Round Table of Museology motivated the students to their own scientific engagement and experience of international cooperation and scientific meeting and built the tradition of international academic scientific meeting in the field of museology. It strengthened the contacts and collaborations among students and defined the knowledge and inspiration of a successful implementation of museum theory in practical museum work. New knowledge for students was generated and it was possible to compare the opinions by various senior scientists.
To turn this programme into reality, synergies of the museological centres in Brno (museum education and pedagogy) and Graz (history of the museum phenomenon and theoretical museology) were used and, furthermore, the scientific relations between Brno and Graz were resumed and strengthened. These relations will be further developed in the autumn of 2017 by organizing another round table at the University of Graz, where junior and senior scientists will come together to develop further the process of interpretation in museology and modern museum work.
The activities of the Open Round 
